
•  Enterprise-grade audio: With digital signal processing, 
acoustic echo cancellation, and noise-canceling mic, you can 
hear and be heard in noisy workspaces.

•  Intuitive in-line controls: Easily answer or end calls, adjust 
volume, and mute/unmute calls at your fingertips.

•  On-call busy light: The LED indicator on the backside of the 
boom provides a visual alert to those behind you that you are on 
a call.

•  No-tangle cable: A flat and flexible cable resists tangling so 
you never get tied up on a call.

•  Designed for business: H650e works with Microsoft Teams and 
Cisco, and it’s compatible with other popular calling platforms. 

Enjoy USB plug-and-play connectivity 
using a flat, no-tangle cable. H650e 
delivers clear audio with features such 
as acoustic echo cancellation and a 
noise-canceling mic. It’s all intended 
to make your calls as productive and 
comfortable as possible.
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Connectivity Connection 
type USB-A

Audio

Microphone 
type

Bi-directional ECM  
noise-canceling mic

Flexible mic 
boom

Rotate the boom up or down 
and bend it left or right to 
move it closer to your mouth.

Sound quality True wideband audio and 
digital signal processing (DSP)

Hearing 
protection

Protection against sounds 
above 100 dBA. 
Compliant with EN 50332-2

Designed for 
business Compatibility

Works with Microsoft Teams 
and Cisco. Also compatible 
with other popular calling 
platforms such as BlueJeans, 
GoTo Meeting, RingCentral, and 
Zoom.

Ease of use

In-line 
controls

Answer/end calls and adjust 
the volume with in-line controls. 
The volume-up button is built 
higher than the others, allowing 
you to control the call without 
looking away from your work.

Mute status

Mute/unmute calls from the  
in-line controller. A red LED light 
on the controller provides a 
visual mute status.

In-call 
indicator light

An LED indicator on the back of 
the boom provides a visual alert 
to those behind you that you 
are on a call.

No-tangle 
cable

A flat and flexible cable resists 
tangles so you never get tied up 
on a call.

Business 
grade 
materials

Padded leatherette headband 
and ear pads as well as strong 
TR90 nylon construction, 
a more durable material 
than ABS, with a higher level 
of resistance to everyday 
chemicals including hairspray 
and sunscreen.

General

Dimensions & 
weight

Headset:
H x W x D
174 x 165 x 50 mm
6.85 x 6.50 x 1.97 in
120 g / 4.2 oz

Cable length: 2.1 m (6.9 ft)

What’s in the 
box

Headset with in-line controller
Carrying bag
Quick start guide and warranty 
info

Warranty 2 years
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Part Number

Region Mono Stereo

US, Canada 981-000513 981-000518

Latin America - 981-000518

Europe, Middle East & Africa - 981-000519

Asia Pacific - 981-000545

Contact your reseller  
or contact us at  
www.logitech.com/business

www.logitech.com/H650e


